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Abstract 
In this technologically advanced digital world, identifying a spam message is of extreme importance. Spam messages 
are generally unsolicited and unwanted messages and when accessed can trap people in scam subscriptions that might 
infect their devices with malicious software. Sometimes this can be even more annoying to the recipient because, 
unlike in email, some recipients may be charged a fee for every message received. 
The dataset used for this analysis is a collection of 6,927 Spam and Ham (General conversation, anti-spam) messages 
that include 5,574 (747 spam, 4,827 ham) English messages from UCI Machine Learning Repository and a corpus of 
1,353 spam messages from Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT). This paper motivates work on identifying clusters 
of high frequency spam and ham words. A classification model, which can classify and predict the messages as spam 
and ham based on the rules built by the text builder node, is discussed. The predictive power of this model is assessed 
by the misclassification rate in the scored data (5%). 

Introduction 

Mobile or SMS spam is a growing problem particularly because of the availability of bulk pre-pay SMS packages 
and also because of the fact that there is a higher response rate as it is a trusted and more personal service. Many 
android apps are available to block spam texts and mobile carriers, too offer various spam-blocking services. That 
being said, there are always some spam texts that will get through and spammers will do their best to escape 
antispam technology. Using text mining we can find the terms that are most commonly used in a spam message. We 
can analyze each term and also see how strongly it is associated with other text terms. We can also identify the set of 
rules based on which the messages can be classified as either spam or ham using the content categorization code. 
These rules help in predicting the category of a message. 

A working model of this, when implemented successfully, can be very helpful to both customers and companies. 
Carrier companies can protect their customers from spammers and their spam texts. Companies can use the list of 
high frequency spam words and take necessary precautions to not include these words in their promotional offers. 

Data Dictionary 
Dataset used for analysis is a collection of 5,574 (747 spam messages and 4,827 ham messages) English messages 
from UCI Machine Learning Repository and a corpus of 1,353 unique spam messages from Dublin Institute of 
Technology.  

Data Preparation and Cleaning 
The messages are initially cleaned for special and unidentifiable characters using the below VBA code. These special 
and unidentifiable characters are later on added to the stop list in the text parsing node.   

 
Fig1: VBA macro snippet 
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Data Dictionary 

 
Fig2: Data Dictionary 

 
Methodology 

 
Fig3: To generate and summarize topics from spam and ham messages, as well as classify messages into spam and 

ham groups. 
 

The data sets used for this analysis are: 

• spam_data.sas7bdat 
• ham_data.sas7bdat 
• spam_stopwords_manual.sas7bdat 
• engdict.sas7bdat 
• spam_syn_manual.sas7bdat 
• syn_py1_dropped.sas7bat 

Datasets 

Since the data is available as a single SAS file, for the purpose of this analysis, the data set has been divided into spam 
and ham data. These 2 data sets are added as input sources in SAS Enterprise Miner.  

Text Parsing 

The text parsing node is connected to the data and a few modifications are made to clean the text data. Using the 
properties panel, 

• The ‘detect different parts of speech’ option is set to ‘no’ to be able to treat the same words or terms with different 
parts of speech as same terms. 

• ‘Num’, ‘Prop’, ‘Verbadj’ parts of speech have been ignored apart from the default options. 
• A customized stop words list is identified in order to mask special characters, meaningless words along with the 

default set of stop words provided by SAS. 

Variable Level Description
ID ID This field represents the unique message number.
Text Text This field represents the actual message which is either spam or ham.
Target Target This field represents the actual category of the message.
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The text parsing node generated a term by document matrix which can be used to identify the most frequently 
occurring words and the number of documents each word has occurred in. 

 
Fig4: Text Parsing results for spam data 

 
Some of the most frequent words are text, free, claim, reply, message etc. which makes sense because these are the 
words commonly used by spammers in their messages. Misspelt words if any are later on removed by the text filter 
node. 

 
Fig5: Text Parsing results for ham data 
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Text Filter 

The text filter node, which is added after the text parsing node, filters out the terms that occurs the least number of 
times as specified by the user in the properties panel.  

• Minimum number of documents is set to 4. 
• Text filter node also performs spell check. By enabling this option in the text filter node, synonyms are created 

for the misspelt words.  
• Customized English dictionary is added in the properties panel. 
• Customized synonym list is created using python script for all the words that are kept by the text filter node 

(process described below). This list is imported into the text filter node using the import synonyms ellipsis button 
in the properties panel. 

• Terms to view is changed to ‘selected’ in the properties panel in order to get a holistic view of the words that are 
only kept by the text filter node. 

• Concept links are identified for some of the most frequent terms using the filter viewer interactive ellipsis button 
in the properties panel. 

Creating synonym list using python 

A python script is used to extract the synonyms for the most frequent spam and ham words that were obtained from 
the text filter node with default properties. PyDictionary is a Dictionary Module for Python to get meanings, 
translations, synonyms and Antonyms of words. It uses WordNet for getting meanings, Google for translations, and 
thesaurus.com for getting synonyms and antonyms. PyDictionary module can extract meanings for 250 words at a 
time and synonyms for a total of 1,418 parent terms were scraped. All these terms were then placed in a document 
which was later converted into a SAS dataset compatible to be used in Text Filter node as shown in the Fig7. (Shows 
a partial list of synonyms obtained using python script). 

 
Fig6: Python code snippet 

 

 
Fig7: Customized synonym list 
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Fig8: Synonyms grouping 

 
Fig8 from the interactive filter viewer shows synonyms for the words ‘reply’ and ‘message’. Similar terms and 
misspelt terms are formed into groups using the synonyms that are imported manually and using the English 
dictionary.   

 
Fig9: Text filter spellcheck 

 
Fig9 shows the list of misspelt words in the ‘Term’ column and their corrections in ‘Parent’ column. Text Filter node 
makes use of the customized English Dictionary that is added in the properties panel. 

Concept Links 

Concept links can be viewed in the interactive filter viewer from the properties panel of text filter node. It is a type of 
association analysis between the terms used. They can be created for all the terms that are present in the documents, 
however it is meaningful to create only for a few important terms. It shows the term to be analyzed in the center and 
the terms that it is mostly used with as links.  

The width of the link depicts the strength of association. The wider the link the stronger is the association and the 
more important it is. Concept links also show how many times the two terms co-exist together in a sentence. 
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Concept Links for Spam Data 

 
Fig10: Concept link for ‘text’ 

 
From Fig10, ‘Text’ is strongly associated with the word ‘want’. This means spammers are asking the customers to 
text back if they want either a free minute or a camcorder or a video phone. The term ‘want’ is strongly associated 
with ‘minute’ and ‘camcorder’ which means customers are offered free minutes and camcorders if they reply. 

 
Fig11: Concept link for ‘free’ 

 

From Fig11, ‘Free’ is highly associated with ‘Nokia’, which means spammers are sending messages to customers that 
they are entitled to get a ‘free Nokia’ mobile and can ‘opt out’ from any ‘double minute’ plan. 

 
Fig12: Concept link for ‘win’ 
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From Fig12, the concept link for the word ‘win’ has a high association with the words ‘cash’, ‘guarantee’ and ‘draw’. 
This means that spammers send messages to their customers saying they could win a guaranteed cash prize via draws.  

Concept link for Ham data 

 
Fig13: Concept link for ‘good’ 

 

From Fig13, ‘good’ is strongly associated with the words ‘day’, ‘night’, ‘afternoon’ which is not surprising because 
we generally tend to greet in any regular conversation. 

Text Clustering 

Once the text has been filtered using the Text Filter node, similar terms in the dataset are grouped together. SAS® 
Enterprise Miner™ allows to group terms closely related to each other into separate clusters of related terms. After 
some trial-and-error, the properties settings for the Text Cluster node are set to generate well separated clusters in the 
cluster space. An exact 10 cluster solution for spam data and 5 cluster solution for ham data using Expectation 
Maximization Cluster Algorithm and 8 descriptive terms that describe the cluster are generated. 

Spam data 

The ten clusters generated are well separated from each other and comprise of the terms as seen in Fig14. 
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Fig14: Terms describing the spam clusters that are well separated 
 

 

Ham data 

The five clusters generated are well separated from each other as seen in Fig15. 

 

 
 

Fig15: Terms describing the ham clusters that are well separated 
 

Text Topic 

After connecting the Text Filter node in SAS® Enterprise Miner™, the Text Topic node is joined, which enables to 
combine the terms into topics for further analysis. The properties settings for the Text Topic node have been set to 
generate same number of topics as the number of clusters generated by the text cluster node for both spam and ham 
data. 
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Fig16: Text topic node results from spam data with custom settings 

 

 
Fig17: Text topic node results from ham data with custom settings 

Rule Based Model 

Methodology 

 
Fig18: Rule based model 

The data sets used for this analysis are: 

• Finaldatamerged_model.sas7bdat (a dataset that combines spam and ham messages which is 90% of all the 
messages) 

• Finaldatamerged_score.sas7bdat (a dataset that combines spam and ham messages which is 10% of all the 
messages) 

• spam_stopwords_manual.sas7bdat 
• engdict.sas7bdat 
• spam_syn_manual.sas7bdat 
• syn_py1_dropped.sas7bat 

Dataset 

Since the data is available as a single SAS file, for the purpose of this analysis, the data set has been divided into 
model data and score data using stratified sampling. Stratified sampling is used to split the data into model and score 
datasets in the same proportion as the total data. 90% of the total data is considered for model building and 10% of 
the total data is set aside for scoring. These 2 data sets are added as input sources in SAS Enterprise Miner.  

 
Fig19: Frequency distributions in total, model, scoring datasets 
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90% of the stratified sample has 4345 ham messages and 1890 spam messages and the target variable ‘spam’ and 
‘ham’ is used for the purpose of this analysis. A data partition node is used to set 80% of the observations as training 
and the rest 20% as validation. Then the text parsing and text filter nodes are added similar to before. All the properties 
of the text parsing and text filter node are set the same way as before, for building the clusters. 

 
Fig20: Variable description in Finaldatamerged_model data 

 
Fig21: Variable description in Finaldatamerged_score data 

 
Text Rule Builder 

After the data partition node, text parsing node and the text filter node, next a text rule builder node is added with 
default combination of settings in the properties panel. The misclassification rate for the validation data is 6%. Text 
Rule Builder node generates an ordered set of rules that together are useful in describing and predicting a target 
variable. 

 
Fig22: Fit statistics for the text rule builder model 

 

 

 
Fig23: Rules to classify spam and ham messages 
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The most important rule (rule # 66) is, if the message contains the term ‘claim’ then the message can be classified as 
spam and if the message contains ‘don’t’ without ‘chat’ or ‘minute’ then it can be classified as ham (rule # 8). 

 

 
Fig24: Content categorization code obtained from the text rule-builder node 

 

While the model seems to be performing reasonably good from looking at the overall misclassification rate which is 
6%, the model classifies each outcome (spam or ham) reasonably well in both spam and ham datasets. The numbers 
reported below show that the model does about equally well in predicting positive versus negative cases. 

 
Fig25: Model Classification Results from the Rule-Builder Node for Spam and Ham messages 
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Scoring 

Now using the model build, the data set aside to score is scored. There are a total of 482 ham and 210 spam messages 
in the scoring data. 

The scoring results shown below look reasonable, since the % of spam and ham in the scored data is similar to those 
from the training and validation data. However, in this scored data set (unlike in real scoring cases), we have the actual 
target (spam or ham) values, and those can be compared against the predicted target from the text rule-builder model 
via a cross-tab. The cross-tab between the two results can be generated easily by using a SAS code node in this diagram 
space. 

 
Fig26: Scoring results 

 

SAS code node 

The scored data set which now has both actual target variable and predicted variable can be used to perform cross tabs 
to get a sense of how many actual targets are present and how many of them are correctly being predicted. 

 
Fig27: SAS code for finding cross tabs between target (original target) and EM_CLASSIFICATION (Prediction for 

target) 
 

It seems that 475 out of 482 ham messages (98.55%) were correctly classified, and 189 out of 210 spam messages 
(90%) were also correctly classified. Overall, 664 out of 692 (95.95%) messages were correctly classified by the text 
rule builder model.  
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Fig28: Comparing scoring results with known values. 

 

Conclusion 
Identifying if a message is either ham or spam, can be very helpful to both customers and companies. Carrier 
companies can protect their customers from spammers and their spam texts. Companies can use the list of high 
frequency spam words and take necessary precautions to not include these words in their promotional offers. Score 
node can be used to test new messages. They can be predicted as spam or ham with the help of text rule builder node. 

From the concept link for text, we observe that spammers are asking their customers to text back if they want either 
free minutes or a camcorder or a video phone. From the concept link for free, we observe that spammers are sending 
messages to customers that they are entitled to get a free Nokia mobile phones and can opt out from any double minute 
plan. From the concept link for the word win, which has a high association with the words cash, guarantee and draw, 
spammers send messages to their customers saying they could win a guaranteed cash prize via draws.  

From the concept link for good for ham message, which is strongly associated with the words day, night, afternoon, 
because we generally tend to greet in any regular conversation. Using text builder rules, if a message contains the term 
‘claim’ then the message can be classified as spam and if the message contains ‘don’t’ without ‘chat’ or ‘minute’ then 
it can be classified as ham. 

Limitations and Future work 
All the data has not occurred in the same linguistic region. While the spam data is in British English and is drawn 
from 2 UK public consumer complaints websites, the non-spam is a combination of data from two very disparate 
sources. The NUS non spam data is strongly influenced by Singaporean English.  

The distribution of spam and non-spam in the corpus is arbitrary and the actual distribution of spam can only be found 
by analyzing a full stream of SMS traffic. 
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